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Lucky's Garage has moved!!
Lucky's Garage has been an advertiser in the
Free Riders Press almost since the start of this
rag. Offering Rollie a chance early on to profile his business, we never did get the story
done right. So, with a little more knowledge under my belt, let's get-her-done right this
time!
Lucky's Garage started out small on Washington Ave back in 2000, having only a
small corner retail shop. Then, finding a space a ½ block down the street a short time
later for service made for some inconvenience, but it was the start of something big.
Rapidly expanding and outgrowing its Washington Ave location, Lucky's found a more
suitable building on Cedar Avenue that would allow for major growth. Lucky's Garage
now operates out of a 30,000 square foot facility and is one of the largest custom motorcycle shops in the Midwest.
Now with a good size show room for many part, accessories, retail items and motorcycles you should be able to find what you need, including a new Bourget or Lucky's
Custom. Rollie prides himself on being the only Bourget dealer in a five state area. Not
only has the show room expanded,
but the business in general has grown
now including 8 service bays, an
engine building area, a sheet metal
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fabrication shop and plenty of bike storage.
Lucky's newest business
venture includes complete
ground up custom bike
builds. Jon Fox, the company's fabricator learned
how to shape metal from
one of the best in the
country, Fay Butler, who
also trained Jesse James of
West Coast Choppers and
Eric Gorges of Voodoo
Choppers.
The wrenches at Lucky's
Garage have a vast
amount of experience between them and include Billy Lackner, Doug "Doc"
Farrington, Scott Rawson and Mick Hughes. From extensive engine work including installing big bore kits, porting, polishing and flowing heads to more mundane
service work, Lucky's can do it all. Billy Lackner, the "Mechanic from Hell" and
Lucky's head wrench has been working on
motorcycles for 33 years with a specialty in
Pans, Shovels and old Iron Head Sportsters.
In the words of the Mechanic from Hell,
"Go to Lucky's. They'll treat you right."
I couldn't have said it any better myself.
Lucky's Garage (right next to Whiskey
Junction and The Joint)
815 Cedar Ave South
Minneapolis, MN 55404
612-332-5825
www.luckys-garage.com
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